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A: The "Pre-activated" team OS means that it is "white label" for the
client, the client is responsible for the license key and for adding any
additional teams/OSs. The client then indicates that they want to use
the specific pre-activated team OS (if it exists) and then it's given to
the prep service. It's pretty much like a XenApp (white label only one

license for multiple clients) Q: ng-repeat with parent and child
templates I have the following scenario: my template: A sample

HTML: The parent and child components have a ng-repeat. And a
directive: ng-template myTemplate What is the best way to scope the
ng-repeat? This doens't work because the parent (my-template) has

also a ng-repeat A: Wrap your template in an ng-repeat and the
above should work. An improved process for gene delivery into a wide
variety of mammalian cell types is important for both basic studies of

cell biology as well as, more immediately, for the development of
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methods for introducing genes into patients for therapy. The specific
aims of this proposal are twofold. First, we propose to explore new

avenues for delivering genes into mammalian cells through the use of
viral and non-viral vectors. The most interesting aspects of our work

so far have been the use of a highly efficient retroviral vector to infect
and transform wild-type mouse cells in vitro. We have also

demonstrated the ability to use a bacterial-derived vector to infect a
broad range of mammalian cells. These results strongly suggest that
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